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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report provides a summary of the study "Economic Analysis of the Values of Surface

Uses of State Lands". This study was undertaken for the Montana Department of State Lands

(DSL). DSL manages the 5.2 million acres of state school trust lands in Montana.

The study objectives were: 1) identify the economic values of recreational uses, grazing,

agriculture, cabin sites, and commercial uses on state lands and 2) identify methods DSL
should use to establish these values and to ensure that full market value is received by the

state.

The study began in May 1992 and was completed in January 1993.

The general approach taken to this problem was to undertake extensive market surveys to

identify current full market values for the previously listed surface uses. The specific

surveys, sample frames and sample sizes are listed in Table 1.1. This was a large scale

survey effort that involved more than 60 individual enumerators (working primarily in a

phone survey format) and a total initial sample size of over 95(X). The collected data was

analyzed to estimate fair market values. In many cases alternative methods were utilized to

provide an additional perspective on the data based-statistical results.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. The next section describes the legal and

statutory setting for the management of school trust lands. The following section is an

overview of the different resources from the standpoint of economic theory and market

structure. General approaches are presented for estimating full market value in different types

of markets. Section 4.0 describes current Montana policy for the management of surface uses

of school trust lands and provides an overview of revenues and acreages allocated to each

use. Sections 5.0 to 10.0 discusses the specific methods and findings for each of the

resources. The last section provides summary conclusions.



Table 1.1. Summary of Surveys Conducted for Montana Department of State Lands
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2.0 LEGAL AND STATUTORY SETTING

The state school trust lands were designated when Montana was admitted into the union in

1889. These lands were to be administered in trust for the support of schools, as defined in

the Enabling Act of 1889. Of the original 5.9 million acres of such lands, Montana still

retains 5.2 million acres.

There are several guiding principles for the management of the school trust lands. Our

understanding of these principles and the implications for the scope of our analysis is

summarized in this section. The first guideline is : "The board shall administer this trust to

secure the largest measure of legitimate and reasonable advantage to the state." (77-1-202

M.C.A. 1991). The second is: "No such land or any estate or interest therein shall ever be

disposed of except in pursuance of general laws providing for such disposition, or until full

market value of the estate or interest disposed of, to be ascertained in such manner as may be

provided by law, has been paid or safely secured to the state." (1972 Mont. Const., Art. X §

11(2) See Also 1889 Mont. Const. Art. XVII, § 1.)

In interpreting these statements, the term "estate" is commonly taken to mean anything from

fee simple title to leasing, while "interest" includes easements and licenses. For example,

granting a recreational use license may be viewed as granting an interest.

Taken together these sources imply that the lands are to be actively managed (the board has

to lease or somehow use the lands to obtain revenue for the trust) and in that management

the state must secure full market value. There is also considerable case law relating to the

management of school trusts. A principle that is supported in many cases is the principle of

"undivided loyalty" - essentially the idea that the school trusts are to administered solely in

the interest of the trust beneficiaries.

The analysis reported here was undertaken from the rather narrow viewpoint implied by

these statutes. Our focus was on identifying full market value and examining policy

alternatives from the standpoint of benefiting the trust. We have not investigated the

implications of alternative trust policies for the well-being of leaseholders. However,

implicitly market values (established through market transactions) indicate both a willing

seller and a willing buyer.

3.0 ECONOMIC THEORY AND MARKET STRUCTURE

The general methods for determining full market value or price dep>ends on the

characteristics of the commodity or use at issue and the related structure of the market in

which it is traded. A key characteristic of markets is the number of sellers and whether the

good is homogeneous or differentiated (heterogeneous). When there are a large number of

sellers, any given firm's production is small relative to the market. The following discussion



is somewhat simplistic. The objective is to identify very generally the types of analysis

required to measure "full market value" depending on the market setting.

At one extreme competitive markets have many sellers and homogeneous goods. In these

markets a single price will prevail at any given time and location and a given seller has no

choice but to offer his commodities at that price. This is approximately the case for

agricultural commodities, such as hard red spring wheat. The problem is then one of

identifying the market price that applies. As summarized in Table 3-1, we assume that the

rental markets for agricultural land of a given class and use (dryland pasture, nonirrigated

cropland) is approximately competitive. Accordingly, the focus in our analysis of grazing and

cropland leases is in identifying the market rental rates that are appropriate for leases most

comparable to state leases. Subsidiary issues are noted in Table 3-1 and developed in the

appropriate sections below.

At the other extreme is the monopoly situation with a single seller. In this case the

monopolist can influence the quantity sold (and revenues) through price. In such a case one

needs to determine the demand relationship facing the monopolist; this will be in part a

function of the availability of substitutes. In the provision of recreation access f)ermits for the

use of state school trust lands, the state is essentially in a monopoly position. By changing

price, the state influences both the quantity sold and revenues. The problem in such a case is

to identify the market demand (relationship of price and quantity sold) - in this case the

demand for access to state school trust lands to hunt or fish. Given the demand relationship,

one can determine the revenue maximizing price. Note that the "commodity" is homogeneous

in this case; every license purchaser is entitled to access the same set of school trust lands.

The in between case is where the commodity is differentiated and the seller has a small, but

possibly noticeable, share of the market. This situation may be characterized as

"monopolistic competition" or "competitive" depending on the degree of heterogeneity. This

setting seems to characterize outfitter leases, cabin leases and commercial leases. Market

values for these uses may be site specific and dependent on the unique quality of the sits and

available substitutes. As in the market for private residential homes, values are often based

on appraisals. Given an appraisal, the issue for a rental property is the appropriate market

rental rate as a ratio of appraised value or in dollar per acre terms.
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Table 3.1. Structure of Department of State Lands Resource Markets.

Resource



4.0 CURRENT AND HISTORICAL POLICY

Current management policy for each of the resource uses investigated are detailed in sections

5.0 - 10.0 below. In this section we provide a brief summary of the key policy features and

an overview of acreages, number of leases and revenues.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 summarize revenues, acreages and number of leases for grazing,

cropland, licensed recreation, outfitting, and cabin sites. The grazing use accounts for the

most acreage (about 83 % of all state school trust lands) but has relatively low revenue per

acre (about $1.(X) per year). Croplands are only 11% of all lands, but (in FY 1992) had

revenues about double those on grazing lands (about $15.00 per acre per year). Recreational

access is in principle to all accessible trust lands, but returns at present a very low revenue

(around 3 cents per acre per year). Cabin and outfitter leases are very limited in both

revenues and acreage.

Comparison of Number of Permitees to

Total 1992 Revenue, by Activity

30
# of Permiteea (Thouaanda) 1002 ReTenue (Millions)

Grazinf Cropland Recreation Cabins

Pennited Activity

1

Outfitters

10

Number of Permits Y//A 19B2 Revenue

Note: There were 20BO combined fretlsf
uid CToplAnd leoAe* which were added to

both the graxlnf and cnplmnd Aznplea

Figure 4.1. Comparison of Permitees and Revenue by Activity Type.
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Comparison of Number of Acres to

Total 1992 Revenue, by Activity

Millions 1992 Revenue (MillionB)

Grazing Cropland Recreation Cabins Outfitters

Permited Activity

Number of Acres 19Q2 Revenue 1

Note: Acreage! were unayailable for

outfitter leaiea

Figure 4.2. Comparison of Revenues and Total Acreages, by Activity Type.

The basis of current minimum lease values for each of the surface uses investigated is as

follows. Grazing leases are let on an AUM basis, currently at $4.17. This is determined by

formula each year; the formula at present is a factor of "6" times the previous year's beef

price. Cropland leases are on a cropshare basis at 25% of the value of production. Cabin

leases are at 3.5% of appraised values. Outfitter leases are negotiated or competitively bid.

Both cropland and grazing leases can be competitively bid at the time of lease renewal (ten

year term). Only a small share (about 8%) of all leases are competitively bid. The average

lease rates for both these resources are therefore almost identical to the minimum lease

values.

The cropshare for cropland leases has been at 25% for many years. However, the grazing

formula has changed a number of times since 1962 (Figure 4.3), when the formula was "one

pound" of beef times the beef price. An index to how the state school trust land lease rate

has compared to market rates on private nonirrigated lands is provided in Figure 4.4. In

1962 the state lease rate was about 15% of the market but is presently about 35% of the

13



market. In comparison to other states by this measure, Montana is toward the low end. States

such as North Dakota, Nebraska and Oklahoma have state grazing lease rates at 60% to

100% of market value.

Base Rale ($/AUM)

62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86

Year

Figure 4.3. Changes in AUM Base Rate Since 1962.

No price history is available for the state recreation permits as these were available for the

first time in March of this year.
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5.0 GRAZING LEASES

This section examines the fair market value for grazing leases on state school trust lands in

Montana.

The State of Montana leased 4,296,385 acres for grazing use in 1992 (about 80% of all 5.2

million- acres of state school trust lands). This land supports 1,023,200 contract AUMs and

returned $4,341,521 in revenues in fiscal year 1992. This implies an average AUM rate of

$4.24 and an average rental value per acre of $1.01. The AUM rate is very close to the

minimum lease rate of $4.17 reflecting the fact that there is very little comf)etitive bidding

for state grazing leases.

The minimum lease rate is based on a formula of "six" times the beef price in the previous

year. The value of "six" is based on an expectation of 50 pounds of weight gain per AUM, a

"fair" landlords share of the land's share of production of 30% and an estimate of 40% of

production being due to the land resource (30% times 40% times 50 equals six pounds). This

formula has been revised upwards several times in the last twenty years. In 1962 the formula

was only "one" (pound of beef) times the beef price. Due to changes in the AUM price

formula, the state grazing lease rate has increased from about 15% of the average private

market grazing lease rate in 1962-1963 to about 35% at present.

The central question examined in this report is whether the current lease rate returns a "full

market value" to the school trust as required by the Montana Enabling Act of 1889 and by

the Montana Constitution of 1972.

The analysis is based on a survey of 2,465 Montana ranchers administered by the Montana

Agricultural Statistics Service (and in cooperation with the Wyoming Agricultural Statistics

Service) in September-November 1992. The survey was conducted by phone following a

mailing of a cover letter and key survey questions. The completion rate was 69%. The

survey instrument was designed to collect information on private and public grazing lease

rates and the important characteristics of each lease including services provided and other

terms.

A total of 692 private leases and 315 state leases were identified in the survey. About 40%
of private leases were on a dollar per AUM basis. The average private market lease rate was

found to be $11.41 per AUM with a range of $1 to $20. Respondents were also asked the

"average charge" for privately owned non-irrigated land in "your area". The reported

average was $12.00, which is in close correspondence with the results of the annual July

Cattle Survey administered throughout the western states by the Agricultural Statistics

Service.

Six specific approaches were used to estimate a fair market value for state grazing leases.

Each of these is summarized in Table 5-1 and is briefly discussed in turn.
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Our first approach is based on a statistical model (a so-called "hedonic model") that relates

lease characteristics and terms to price for private market grazing leases. Lease

characteristics that could influence price include the term (number of years) of the lease,

whether the lease is a newly held lease, provision of fencing maintenance and other services

by the landlord, whether the lease is irrigated or dryland and the region the lease is located

in (e.g. central versus northeast Montana). The latter factor is included to account for

differing market conditions across the state.

This model was estimated based on our sample of dollar/AUM private market leases. The

model has a number of statistically significant parameters with the theoretically expected

signs. For example, other things equal, if the landlord provides fence maintenance services,

the tenant pays an AUM price that is about $1.50 higher on average. Similarly, leases with a

term of greater than five years are worth about $2.00 less on average. Lease rates were

significantly higher (almost $2.00) in central Montana counties such as Cascade; by contrast

lease rates were about a dollar lower in the north central and northeast. This model was used

to predict the market value of leases with characteristics similar to the typical state lease (no

landlord provided fencing or water development services, terms greater than five years, not

newly held, and dryland). For the "typical" state lease the specific estimate of fair market

value is $7.69. Based on the estimated confidence interval for this predicted value, one can

be 95 percent sure that the true mean is between $6.23 and $9.14. This range reflects the

uncertainty in the parameters of the model and how close the values of the explanatory

variables used in the prediction are to the means of these variables in the sample of private

leases.

We also provide in this report region specific prices based on our finding of significantly

higher prices in central Montana and significantly lower prices in northeast Montana. For

region specific prices the hedonic model predicts a central Montana price of $9.56, a

northeast Montana price of $7.13 and a "rest of the state" price of $8.16.

These prices based on the hedonic model are somewhat lower than the average market price

because state leases are less likely to be on irrigated land and generally offer much lower

levels of landlord services with regard to fencing and water. Additionally, state leases are

much more likely to have been held for more than one year and are for a longer term.

Another way to estimate fair market prices (Table 5. 1) is to look at the average price of the

private leases that are most like the state leases. The subsample of private AUM leases with

term greater than 5 years, no fence maintenance services, and dryland only is $7.90. This is

based on a small sample of six leases with the sp)ecific values of $3.91, $7.50, $8.00, $8.00,

$8.00 and $12.00.

A third way to estimate a market value of state leases is to look at the average competitive

bid for the 8% of all state school land grazing leases which are competitive bid. As discussed

in this report, leases which are competitively bid are not significantly different from other

17



state leases regarding services and land type. The average competitive bid for state leases is

$8.34, based on a sample of all 613 competitively bid state leases.

A fourth approach is to look at what ranchers report is a fair price for state leases. A total of

601 respondents gave us an AUM-based average price for private leases in their area and the

percent of that average private lease rate that they thought represented a fair price for state

leases. The percent-weighted average is $9.01. The subsample of respondents to this question

who hold state leases have an average percent-weighted fair price of $7.62.

A fifth approach is to examine what other public land management agencies charge for

private grazing leases. BLM and Forest Service lease rates are set by formula (at $1.92 for

our study year) and do not provide useful information on the forage lease market. However,

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) leases do appear to represent market leasing rates. According

to BIA personnel, BIA leases are determined by competitive bid and negotiation. In our

sample of 32 BIA leases the average lease was at $8.37 and the range was from $5.85 to

$14.00. These leases are similar to state leases in that they typically have few landlord

services. In May 1992, the BIA issued an appraisal for leases on the Fort Peck Reservation.

The appraiser, Anita Bauer, reported that through a phone survey she identified 17 useable

private leases both on and off the Fort Peck Reservation. The average market price where

the landlord provided all the livestock care was $11/AUM and where the tenant provided all

the care the average price was $8.35/AUM. This is consistent with the findings for

northeastern Montana of our survey undertaken for state lands. Anita Bauer's conclusion was

that a rate of $8.00 was a fair market value for BIA range units in the Fort Peck area. BIA's

policy is that tribal members have discounted minimum bid rates - in this case $7.00.

A final perspective on a fair market AUM-based price is provided by our literature review.

Torrell , Gosh and Fowler (1988) utilize a 1986 study of the value of public grazing leases in

New Mexico. The study found that about 30% of the private market lease rate was for

services. Accordingly, Torrell and Doll suggest that the value of forage on public leases (at

least for New Mexico) is given by taking 70% of the private market lease rate for

nonirrigated lands. Assuming that this ratio holds for Montana, and applying it to our

dryland private reference price in Table 5-1 (at $11.27/AUM) yields an estimate of the value

of state grazing leases in Montana at $7.89.

All six of the methods indicate a fair market value for state grazing leases that is around 70%
of the private dryland lease rate (last column of Table 5.1). The only approach that is much
higher is the rancher "reported" fair price for the group of all ranchers at $9.01. All the

other estimates are bracketed by the fairly narrow range of $7.62 to $8.37. This evidence

suggests a fair market price of between $7.50 and $8.50, with a point estimate of $8.00.

Currently the state uses a minimum bid price of $4.17. This is really a default price in that

there is very little competitive bidding for state grazing leases. Should the state choose to set

a default price at something closer to fair market value, say $7.50 or $8.00, one way to do

this would be to simply change the "pound factor" in the beef price formula from "six" to

18



another base. For example, a price of $7.50 (when beef is $0,695 per pound) is given by

using the factor 10.8.

It may be noted that this specific "pound factor" (of 10.8) has the interpretation of being

21% of the supposed 50 pound weight gain per AUM. (The current price of $4.17 is based

on a percentage of 12%, as discussed earlier.) Interestingly this is quite close to the factor

used by South Dakota in its beef price formula. South Dakota uses 20% and has a current

AUM price of $7.08. Oklahoma also used to use a beef price formula. For example, the

AUM price in Oklahoma in 1980 was $7.41/AUM based on a 25% share to the state, the

weight of an average yearling calf (425 pounds in a year of 35.4 pounds a month), and the

price of calves ($0.837/lb in 1980).

A related question is whether the beef price is a good way to keep the AUM price up to

date. Our analysis shows that over the long term it is; our model relating AUM price to beef

price for western states showed a very high correlation (adjusted R-square of .85). However,

this result may be dominated by the long-term effect of overall price inflation in the economy

(making both beef prices and forage rental rates move together over time). The relationship

of beef price and the AUM market rate in the shorter term (the last ten years) shows a much

weaker relationship. These somewhat mixed results suggest that if Montana is only going to

study its grazing fees at lengthy intervals, the beef price index approach is reasonable in the

long term. However, greater realism would result from a formula that ties the state lease rate

to actual market lease rates for forage, rather than the beef price. These lease rates are

already available on an annual basis from the July cattle survey. As discussed above, this

survey of "reported average in your area" seems to provide a good approximation to actual

market leases. We would strongly recommend tying the state grazing lease rate to the private

market lease rate. One approach would be to just make the state lease rate equal to 70% of

the most recent reported private market grazing lease rate. The state could adopt a policy of

changing lease rates annually as soon as the new July cattle survey results are available.

There is usually very quick turnaround in the availability of these results from the

Agricultural Statistics Service. The state could also cooperate with Montana Agricultural

Statistics to have private market grazing lease rates reported on a district level (e.g. northeast

Montana, central Montana, etc.). This may be justified given our findings of significant

differences in private lease rates in different areas of the state.

Note that in Table 5-1 the estimated fair market prices for state grazing leases are compared

to our survey-based estimate of dryland private grazing leases in Montana of $1 1.27 for

1992. Typically the ratio of our various estimates to the $1 1.27 value are around 70%.

However, if state lease rates are to be tied to the "reported" typical prices based on the July

cattle survey, the latter (at around $12.00/AUM) appear to be somewhat higher than the

estimate based on an actual sample of contract leases. If a point estimate for the fair market

value on state leases is about $8.00 and the July cattle survey estimates are around $12.00,

this suggests setting state leases at not 70% of the July Agricultural Statistics Service

estimate, but at two-thirds (66.7%).
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We note that several of our reviewers expressed concern that private market lease rates in

1992 were high compared to the historical average due to drought conditions. This could be a

legitimate concern if we were suggesting that our estimate of a fair market price for forage

for 1992 be used for a number of years. This is not our recommendation. State lease rates

should be tied to market rates and changed annually. By tying state lease rates to actual

private grazing lease rates on an annual basis, one automatically corrects for all market

effects.- If drought has increased the market price for 1992 and there is no drought in 1993,

then (other things equal) market prices for forage will go down in 1993 and this change

would be reflected in state lease rates that are tied to the market price.

It is interesting to note that there is considerable movement in the private market grazing

lease rate over time (Figure 5-1). In recent years prices did increase substantially between

from 1987 to 1988 (both in nominal and constant dollar terms). This may in part be due to

the drought conditions in 1988. Between 1988 and 1991 private market grazing lease rates

declined to 1990 then increased just slightly in 1991.

An alternative basis for charging on state grazing leases is to use a dollar p)er acre rather than

a dollar per AUM approach. In fact the way Montana state leases are administered is in some

ways more akin to a dollar per acre or lump sum lease basis. State lands have no provision

for "non-use" such as the Forest Service or BLM grazing leases and permits. This means that

the tenant must pay for a state lease regardless of whether or not there is forage for his or

her livestock. The state establishes carrying capacity for a given lease that is estimated at ten

year intervals. Contract rent is based on the AUM capacity times the dollar/AUM formula

value. Since stocking rates are not monitored by the state, in practice the state's dollar/AUM
contracts are more like a fixed sum or dollar per acre contract. In the private market, AUM
based contract total payments are usually adjusted to reflect the actual AUM's used. In this

way, there is some risk sharing if forage is limited due to drought or other factors.

Several of our reviewers commented on the fact that state leases have no "non-use"

provisions such as for Forest Service or BLM leases and suggested that this might reduce the

value of the lease. The other side of this coin is that the state also does not have any "over-

use" provisions. Unlike the Forest Service, the state does not count stock off the lease to

verify the contract stocking rate is not exceeded. We would recommend that actual stocking

rates on state leases be given further study.

Given that the way state leases are actually administered is more like a cash rent basis, it is

of interest to examine the private market for dollar/acre leases. The private market

dollar/acre leases that are most like state leases (term greater than 5 years, dryland and no

fence maintenance services) average $1.77 per acre (sample of only eight leases. Based on

our comparison of productivity and forage quality, state leases are similar to this subsample

of private leases. Similarly leases on a dollar/ranch basis average $2.26 per acre for the

subsample of private market leases most like state leases (sample of eight leases). By
comparison to the current average value the state receives per acre ($1.01), these findings

suggest that fair market state lease rates on a per acre basis could be around $2.00 or double
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the current level. These findings are similar to the AUM-based discussion summarized in

Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Private Montana AUM Lease Rates from 1980 to 1991.

Another concern of our reviewers was that state leases are more likely to have inholdings

than private leases. Our hedonic model showed that several factors (both whether the lease

was an inholding totally surrounded by private ground and also the presence of noxious

weeds) had a small negative effect on private market lease rates - on the order of $0.40 per

AUM. However, these estimated marginal prices were not statistically significantly different

from zero. A larger sample might show these factors to be significant. Even if these effects

on price due to inholdings and noxious weeds were correct, only a fraction of state lands are

inholdings (36 percent) and have noxious weed problems (22 percent). This would indicate a

price adjustment of around 15 cents for inholdings and 10 cents for noxious weeds.

The inholding problem is troublesome because these units are typically unfenced. This means

that the only logical user of these units is the rancher who owns the surrounding land. This

means there is unlikely to be competition for the lease, but it also means the rancher has

little choice but to use the unit and pay the state-determined rate. As long as the state rates

are fairly determined, this shouldn't be a problem. Recall that the usual definition of a fair
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market price is the price that a willing buyer and willing seller will agree to. In the long run,

it would be better if the state could sell or exchange inholdings and block up larger more

economic range units. This could be accomplished through a "land bank" policy such as is

used in other states and discussed in our Task 2 report. This would lead to more competition

for state leases and higher returns to the trust.

Another perspective on fair market lease rates for Montana is provided by the example of

other western states. Montana is toward the lower end of the scale in terms of the ratio of

state grazing lease rates as a percentage of market value. Montana's state school lease rates

are currently about 35% of private grazing lease rates.

Nebraska and Oklahoma stand out as the two states that have most successfully used

competitive bidding and the elimination of preference rights to increase returns on state

grazing leases. Both of these states experienced lawsuits in which claimants charged that fair

market value was not being realized on state grazing leases. The suit in Oklahoma, in the

early 1980's, resulted in a doubling of lease rates and a change to oral auctions on all leases.

Minimum lease rates in Oklahoma are set for each lease by appraisal at market value. The

range of these lease rates is currently from 75% to 135% of the average private market lease

rate. Procedures are similar in Nebraska, with lease rates ranging from 60% to 100% of the

average private market lease rate. Despite near-market lease rates, these states have only a

very few leases that are vacant.

Even in Oklahoma and Nebraska there are a number of leases for which there are no

competing bids. The relatively high lease rates achieved in those states appear to be due

more to the establishment of minimum bids reflecting market appraised values for each lease

prior to auction. Unlike Montana, where DSL field staff is largely involved in estimating

carrying capacities, the field staff in Oklahoma and Nebraska are heavily involved in

appraisal activity. These states also favor five year terms and leases rentals are upKlated

annually based on market conditions. The field staffs in these states are about the same size

as in Montana, but take care of only a third to a fifth as many acres and numbers of leases.

In order to switch to a system like Oklahoma and Nebraska, Montana would probably need

to increase field staff and retrain from carrying capacity evaluation to appraisal.

A final generic policy issue is whether revenues would be significantly influenced by

"packaging" control over multiple uses in a single lease. There has not been much work done

on this issue, but practices vary considerably across states. For example, in some states

control of surface agricultural uses is leased along with control over recreational access (e.g.

Oklahoma). Minimum bids for any given lease in Oklahoma are based on the highest and

best use. If a lease returns more in a recreational use than grazing (for example), it is

reclassified for the highest and best use. In principle Montana could also "bundle" control of

recreational access with another surface use (such as grazing) and charge higher fees to

provide a return to recreational use. Under such a system, competitive bidding could also (in

principle) capture the value of complementary recreational use. Tenants would need to have

the right to charge for access or sublease recreation rights to outfitters. All of this is possible
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in principle given the applications in other states; however, one would need to investigate the

existence of legal or statutory barriers to such a policy.

The question of whether to combine recreational access and other surface use rights in a

single lease is in part an empirical issue. One would want to know if the school trust could

earn a greater return by this policy or the existing policy toward recreational use. As noted

in section 4.9, some ranchers indicate they are willing to pay a higher AUM lease rate to

have the right to control access. The analysis indicates that about 25% of ranchers would be

willing to pay an extra $2/AUM to control access; this is an average over the sample of

about $0.50 per AUM or a total of about $500,000 over all grazing lease contracts. This is

considerably more than the approximately $150,000 revenue from the DSL Recreation Use

permit sales for 1992 (as of October 31) plus the approximately $55,000 obtained with

outfitter leases. However, these programs are quite new, are probably not priced at fair

market value and may show increased sales in the future. Additionally, one would have to

design a system for obtaining extra payment from ranchers who wanted to control access. It

would appear that combining recreational access and other surface use rights in a single lease

could be done most effectively when leases are on a lump sum or dollar per acre basis and

when there is good participation in competitive bidding. Neither of these conditions presently

hold in Montana. It is an open empirical question as to whether combining recreational

access rights with surface uses in Montana would generate a better return to the school trust

than current ix)licy.

As a result of an intensive (and extensive) survey of Montana ranchers concerning grazing

lease rates and four additional methods of analysis, we conclude that current state lease rates

are much lower than current fair market value. Lease rates on Montana DSL grazing leases

currently average $4.24 per AUM. The preceding analysis suggests that fair market value for

these leases is on the order $7.50 to $8.50 per AUM.
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Table S-1. Summary of alternative estimates of fair market value for Montana state lands

grazing leases (1992 dollar/AUM basis).

Estimate



6.0 CROPLAND LEASES

This section examines the fair market value for cropland leases on state school trust lands in

Montana.

Montana leases approximately 560,000 acres for crop production. In 1992, the state received

$8.7 million in revenues for the beneficiaries of the school trust. Revenues from crop leases

have fluctuated from year to year, a result of variable yields and market prices for

agricultural commodities. For example, revenues were about $9 million in FY 1988, but only

$5 million in FY 1989. Montana crop leases are primarily for production of wheat (about

70% of all acreage), barley (about 12%), and alfalfa hay (5%). The remainder is in the

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). In 1992, the state averaged about $15.50 an acre for

its cropland leases.

In Montana as well as in other states, the management objectives for cropland leases are the

same as for the grazing lands. States generally strive to maximize revenues for the school

trust and other designated beneficiaries, while protecting the long-term well-being of the state

land resource. More than is the case with grazing leases, states appear to achieve close to

full market value for their cropland leases. State leasing systems for cropland are either cash

rents or crop shares. Cash rent is a fixed annual payment to the state usually based on a fee

per acre. Crop share can either be a percentage of the crop produced or a percentage of the

gross sales from a state parcel. The state of Montana's minimum share for cropland leases

has been at 25% for many years. Only about 10 percent of all leases receive competitive

bids, so the average contract crop share is about 26 percent.

The central question examined in this report is whether the current cropshare system returns

a "full market value" to the school trust as required by the Montana Enabling Act of 1889

and by the Montana Constitution of 1972. There are two aspects to this question. The first is

whether the state's 25 percent minimum cropshare is the fair market level for cropshare.

Secondly, since the Department of State lands does not closely monitor the actual production

and revenues on its crop leases, there is the question of whether farmers actually provide the

state with its contract average of about 25% of production under this "honor system".

In order to identify the fair market value for cropland leases, we undertook an extensive

survey of Montana farmers. This survey of 15(X) Montana farmers was administered by the

Montana Agricultural Statistics Service in September-November 1992. The survey was

conducted by phone following a mailing of a cover letter and key survey questions. The

completion rate was 72% (1024 completed surveys) which is high for a phone survey. The

survey instrument was designed to collect information on private and public cropland lease

rates and the important characteristics of each lease including services provided and other

terms.

Four approaches were taken to identifying a fair market value for cropland leases. These are
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summarized in Table 6.1. Each of these is described in turn, along with our findings with

regard to the average cropshare for dryland private market cropshare leases.

A total of 471 private leases and 116 state leases were identified in the survey. About 31%

of private leases were on a dollar per acre basis. The average private market lease rate was

found to be $37.68 per acre with a range of $2. 10 to $200.00. About 55% of private leases

were on a cropshare basis. The most typical private market cropshare was found to be 33%
with a range of 5% to 75% (Figure 6-1). Almost 60% of all leases were at a one-third

cropshare; the other most common cropshares were one-quarter (20% of the sample) and

one-half (6% of the sample). In other words, the great majority of private cropshare

contracts ( a total of 83% of all contracts) were at either one-quarter, one-third or one-half

landlord shares.

To summarize with regard to the private market reference price (Table 6.1), the cropshare

market is dominated by a single price: the one-third cropshare. It may be noted that in the

Department of State Lands surface management regulations, it is stated that the cropshare

rental basis shall be "not less than one-fourth of annual crops to the state or the usual

landlord's share prevailing in the district, whichever is greater". Other things equal, it

appears that the usual landlord's share in most of the state is one-third. As noted in the main

report (Table 4-12), about one-third or higher is also the cropshare in all of the Agricultural

Statistics Service districts for Montana.

One way to identify the cropshare that may be more specific to state lands is to estimate the

mean cropshare for private leases with terms most similar to those on state lands. This is

shown as method 1) in part B. of Table 6.1. For private market leases with no services, on

dryland, and with terms greater than five years, the mean cropshare is actually greater than

one-third (35.7%) though the most typical value for these leases is again one-third.

Another approach to estimating a cropshare specific to state lands was based on a statistical

model (a so-called "hedonic model") that related lease characteristics and terms to cropshare

for private market cropland leases. This model proved to be unsuccessful in explaining

cropshare in terms of services or lease characteristics; only variables for location proved to

be important. The implied base rate for predicted fair market value of state leases would be

with average adjustments for location is 32.6% cropshare. Predicted cropshare rates were

about 10% higher for districts 10 and 70 (Northwest and Southwest Montana).

A third approach is to examine the cropshare received by the state on the cropland leases for

which there is competitive bidding. The state reports a total 224 leases for which there are

competitive bids; the average of these bids is 32.9%. There is no evidence that the croplands

that receive competitive bids are different from other state cropland sections in terms of

services. Accordingly, the average comf)etitive bid provides another measure of the market

value of cropland leases. The reason that most leases do not receive competitive bids is

neighbor relations. Only about 25% of respondents reported that they would bid on a

neighbor's state land lease, even if it would fit well in their operation.
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Table 6.1. Summary of Alternative Estimates of Fair Market Value for Montana State Lands

Cropland Leases.

Estimate



A fourth approach was to ask farmers what they thought was a "fair price" for state cropland

leases. First respondents were asked the "average charge" for privately owned irrigated and

non-irrigated land in "your area". The reported averages were 32% and 33.6% respectively.

When asked if these going rates would be fair prices for state school trust cropland leases,

over 80% said "yes". The weighted average farmer "reported" fair price for dryland state

leases for all farmers is a mean of 31 % and a median of 33%; the fair price for respondents

holding state leases was 28% and a median of 30%.
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Figure 6.1. Reported private Crop Share Rates.

All four of the approaches suggest that the fair market cropshare rental on state leases should

be about one-third. The lowest median value suggested by any of the approaches is 30%; this

is for the farmer's judgmental "fair share" for state leases where it is just the subsample of

state leaseholders. We suggest that the evidence points toward a fair market share for state

cropland leases of one-third.

A final objective of this analysis was to assess whether the state is receiving the 25% share

of crop production. In dryland farming regions such as Montana, states tend to use the

"honor system" to obtain their shares of crop production or gross sales. Because most

leaseholders farm more than just a state parcel, it is difficult to segregate production from

state lands from a farmer's total production. Montana and Washington cite the inability to

effectively monitor production on state parcels as a major shortcoming of crop sharing.

As the cropshare for the state has remained unchanged at 25% since before the 1950's, it

was anticipated that the long term ratio of state revenues to value of production for state
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agricultural leases should approximate 0.25 if the cropshare system has been functioning

well. As a means of testing this hypothesis, state cropping patterns and yields were first

characterized, and values of production were calculated by crop type and summed. Given an

historical data set, the revenues received from state agricultural leases was regressed on the

previous year's estimated total value of production for these leases.

The 1992 survey provided information on cropping patterns on state leases for that year. In

the absence of other information, it was assumed that cropping pattern (70% wheat, etc.)

held into the past. A key assumption is that the percent of land in summer fallow (39%) in

1992 also holds in the past. Yields (bushels per acre) were reported for state leases in our

1992 survey. These yields were somewhat below (about 80%) of yields reported by Montana

Agricultural Statistics for all Montana production in 1992. Since we do not have an historical

record of state lands yields, we report two approaches in Table 6.2. The first is to assume

state lands yields are the same as all Montana lands. This leads to probably conservative

"honor system" cropshares. The second approach is to use the approximately 80% of state

lands yields to all Montana lands yields observed in 1992 to adjust historical all Montana

yields (second column of Table 6-2). There are also several alternative approaches on

historical prices. One is to assume that all statelands production historically has sold at

market prices for Montana. A second approach is to assume that the farm program target

prices are achieved on all state lands production, but no CRP payments. A final approach is

to assume that CRP contracts were in place for at least the last five years and that target

prices apply. The latter, along with the assumption of state yields at about 80% of historical

all Montana yields is probably the most realistic. This particular set of assumptions yields an

estimate of average cropshare received of 23.8%. The range across all assumptions is 21 % to

28%. A more precise estimate from historical data would require considerable additional

information on farm program payments and policy. A more precise estimate for FY 1993

will be possible when all revenues for that year are in as of June 30, 1993. FY 1993

revenues are the ones tied to the 1992 production we sampled.

Our conclusion is that the evidence suggests that the "honor system" is working fairly well.

Nonetheless, there does appear to be possibly some shortfall. It is possible that additional

monitoring by the state would generate more additional revenues than it would cost. One
additional staff person costing something on the order of $20,000 might generate additional

revenues on the order of hundreds of thousands of dollar. This individual could develop good

computer records of revenues by crop typ)e from state lands. This individual could also

monitor any "anomalous" cropshare payments where the payment to the state fell

significantly below the payment indicated by using state or county average yields. This

computer work could be complimented by field visits.
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Table 6.2. Estimates of cropshare actually received by Montana DSL on State Agricultural

Leases.



7.0 CABIN LEASES

This report provides an analysis of fair market lease rates for cabin sites on Montana school

trust lands. The objective of this report is to 1) identify fair market value and 2) provide

suggestions on how the state can best realize these values on the school trust lands.

Montana DSL administers 618 cabin site leases on state lands in western Montana. Rentals

on these leases are based on 3.5% of appraised values. Leases are for 15 years and fully

assignable. There is no competitive bidding if the tenant wants to renew. Revenues in 1992

were $259,846 and average rental was $420. Sites are reappraised every five years. Because

of this the appraised values used to compute rents lag well behind current market appraisals.

For example, in 1992 the state received only 57% of the rent that would have resulted from

up to date appraisals.

The approach to setting cabin site leases in Montana is generally sound. For this kind of site

specific resource, it makes sense to base market values on appraisal. The key issue with

regard to cabin leases is setting the rental rate - currently at 3.5% of appraised value. From
the standpoint of the school trust, the rental rate should be at a fair market level. The focus

of this report is on identifying a fair market rental rate for recreational homesite leases in

Western Montana.

There are several general approaches that can be taken to identify a fair market rental rate

for recreational properties. One approach is to undertake an appraisal that identifies both fee

simple market value and market rents. Another approach is to examine the relationship

between sales prices in the transfer (or assignment) of leases and appraised values of the

lease. Each of these methods is described in turn.

The most direct way to identify a fair market rental rate is to collect information on both

market rents and property values and simply compute the ratio. These kinds of studies have

been undertaken by Thomas Stevens, a Missoula-based appraiser. Mr. Stevens has done

appraisals of recreational projjerties for public agencies both in Idaho and Montana. His

findings are that market rental rates are from 8% to 12% of the current market value with

most rates in the 10% to 12% range. The conclusion of his appraisals has been that 10% is

an equitable value.

Another approach to estimating market rental rates is to use sales prices in the assignment (or

transfer) of state leases from one party to another. The basic idea is that a "leasehold value"

is created when the contract rent on a given lease is below the market value. For example,

suppose a given site can be leased for $2(X) per year when the real market value is $400.

This difference creates a value (the "leasehold value") associated with holding the lease (an

amount of $4(K) less $200 every year over the probable term of the lease). In such a

situation, an individual may be willing to pay some amount, jjerhaps several thousand

dollars, to the existing leaseholder for the right to take over a lease with a below-market

rental rate.
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Substantial leasehold values occur with cabin leases on state lands in Montana. For example,

in a lease transfer on May 29, 1992 for a state cabin lease on Seeley Lake, the party

receiving the lease assignment paid $41,500 for the right to take over the lease. The

improvements on the lease were valued for 1992 (by the Department of Revenue) at $23,119,

the difference of these two values ($18,381) is a leasehold value. Similarly, on April 4,

1992, control of a state lease on McGregor Lake changed hands for a sales price of $20,000.

There were no improvements in this case so the full $20,000 is a leasehold value.

Leaseholder values are also apparently created on Idaho cabin sites. The lease for a lot on

Payette Lake transferred in August 1992 for a sale price of $145,220. The appraised

improvements were worth only $20,866, indicating a gain to the former leaseholder in the

amount of $124,354 for giving up the lease.

A way to use this data to estimate market rental rates is to assume the following equality:

leasehold value plus the present value of the future annual contract (state) rent equals the fee

simple market value of the property. The idea here is that if contract rents are held below the

market, leaseholders can charge an amount (the leasehold value or interest) up to the amount

that would make the purchaser ambivalent between taking over a given state lease or paying

market value for a comparable privately owned site. This is consistent with the idea that

leasehold value is created when contract rents are below market. By present value we mean

the sum of future rents discounted to the present. Given this relationship, it can be shown

that:

i = Ro (1 + L/V)-'

where: L = leasehold value

Ro = contract rental rate (3.5% in Montana)

V = appraised value

i = capitalization rate and market rental rate

The assumptions of this particular formulation are that the appraised value is a good measure

of the market value of the property and that the present value of present and future contract

rent payments is for an infinite time horizon. More complex and realistic models are

discussed in an appendix to the main report. It is shown that this simple model provides

conservative estimates of the market rental rate. This model gives a way of estimating the

market rental rate (i) given an estimate of L/V (the ratio of leaseholder value to appraised

value for the site). Ro, the contract rental rate, is a given that is known in any application

(for example, Ro is .035 for state cabin leases in Montana).

This model is applied to three data sets: 1) assignment sales data for a set of five 1992

leasehold assignment sales prices (Table 7.1) and two 1990 sales prices for seven Montana

DSL cabin sites at McGregor, Seeley, Echo, Rogers and Elbow Lakes; 2) a set of seven

1987 to 1991 assignments derived from an appraisal done at McGregor Lake; and 3) a set of

13 assignment sales in 1992 for Payette and Priest Lake in Idaho.
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Table 7.1. Leasehold Values for Montana State Cabin Lease Sites, Sample of Assignments in

1990 and 1992.

Date/



In order to apply the model, average L/V is computed for each data set as: .467 (Table 7.1),

.428 and .489 respectively. The Montana data suggests that lease assignment sales in recent

years for Montana cabin leases have captured about 45 % of the market value for the

leaseholder. Using the average estimates of .428 to .467 for L/V implies that the market

rental rate on these sites is .061 to .066. In other words, contract rental rates could be

increased by about 80% from 3.5% to around 6.5% to allow the state to capture full market

value (rather than sharing a substantial share - about 45% - with the leaseholder).

The basic finding is that the evidence of substantial leasehold values indicates that contract

rents on Montana DSL cabin sites are below the market. This means that the sites are more

affordable for current leaseholders. However, substantial sales prices for lease transfers mean

that the policy of below market contract rentals does not make the leases more affordable for

individuals who do not happen to hold a state cabin site lease and would like to. These

individuals are being charged a premium (the leasehold value) to obtain these leases. In other

words, new leaseholders end up paying market value to hold state leases - but a good share

of the total payment over time goes to the current leaseholder (in the form of the lease

assignment sales price) rather than to the state. Similar results hold for the Idaho data.

Further insight into the market for Montana state cabin lease sites is provided by examining

competitive bids for state leases that come available either through default or new leases. A
data set of 14 competitively bid leases is discussed in the main ref>ort. High bids received are

compared to minimum bids set by DSL. The high bids range from being just barely more
than the minimum bid to being almost three times as high as the minimum bid. On average,

the high bid is 41% higher than the minimum bid. Taken by itself, this data suggests that the

contract lease rate should increase by 41% (to about 5.0% of appraised value) to equal a

market rental rate. This is somewhat lower than the increase indicated by the lease

assignment sales data.

The difference between these two estimates may be due to systematic differences between the

sites in the respective samples. For example, competitive bids may occur when a party

defaults on a payment. If the site was a high quality site, one might expect the party to sell

the lease rather than default. It may also reflect differences in the way the transactions are

advertised. Comf>etitive bidding for cabin sites is advertised by two weeks consecutive

classified add notices in an area newspap)er. However, lease assignment opportunities are

sometimes listed with realtors. Both assignment sales prices and competitive bids are likely a

function of advertising. Parties wanting to sell a lease may do the better job of marketing.

The conclusion of this report is that there is evidence that contract rental rates for Montana
cabin lease sites are below the market rental rate. Current contract rental rates are 3.5% of

appraised value. When state cabin leases are transferred, the selling party on average for our

sample of recent Montana lease assignments receives about 45% of the market value of the

unimproved property. Using generally conservative assumptions, market rental rates derived

from leasehold assignment sales prices are on the order of 6.0% to 6.5%. Market rental rates
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based on comf)etitive bids axe on the order of 5.0%. By comparison, market rental rates

based on appraisal of market rentals are on the order of 8.0% to 12.0%.

A limitation of this analysis is that the lease assignment sales price data is not based on a

random sample of all lease assignments. Despite the limitations of the analysis, all of the

available information points in the same direction and indicates significantly below market

value lease rates are being charged.
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8.0 OUTFITTER LEASES

A phone survey of Montana outfitter and guides was undertaken in August-September 1992.

The purpose of the survey was to estimate lease rates for outfitter hunting and fishing access

on private lands in Montana. These lease rates are compared to rates negotiated in 1992 by

Montana Department of State Lands (DSL) for outfitter licenses on state school trust lands.

A total of 416 outfitters were contacted. Most of these outfitters operate exclusively on

public lands (84%). A subsample of 50 outfitters who operate on private lands participated in

the survey. Approximately 10% of the outfitters focus on fishing, 16% on upland birds and

waterfowl and the remaining 75% on big game hunting. About half of the hunting is for deer

and/or antelope and the remainder include elk as a target species.

The dominant form of pricing was on a per acre basis; 36 such private leases were identified

(Table 8.1). The average per acre fee was $0.66, with a range of $0.03 to $2.00 per acre.

The primary determinant of fee levels was the availability of elk hunting opportunities on a

given lease. The average for deer/antelope or bird hunting leases was around $0.33 while

leases including elk hunting were three times as high, on average ($0.99 per acre) (Table

8.2). Almost all of these leases (97%) were for exclusive hunting rights.

Table 8. 1. Range of Fees and Mean Fees, by Land Fee Type.

Type of Land Fee N Minimum Fee Maximum Fee Mean Fee

Per acre charge 36 0.03 2.00 0.66

(Standard Deviation) (.477)

(C.V.)' (.72)

Per animal charge 3 50.00 200.00 150.00

(86.60)

(.57)

Per hunter charge 11 10.00 1000.00 135.00

(287.52)

(2.12)

Flat fee per year 4 500.00 3000.00 2375.00

(1250)

(.52)

Percent of gross 2 10% 20% 15%

(.07)^ (-47)

' C.V. is the coefficient of variation which is the standard deviation divided by the mean.
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Table 8.2. Per Acre Land Fees, by Type of Species Hunted.

Species Hunted N



Table 8.3. Comparison of Characteristics of Private Land Leases and Montana Department

of State Lands Outfitter Licenses.

Statistic



9.0 RECREATION USE PERMITS

Granting the right to access state school trust lands for recreational purposes is a use for

which the school trust must be compensated - just like any other use. In the past this use was

largely ignored - perhaps in part because there was not sufficient value (or economic

demand) to make it worthwhile to set up a policy. In the present day, recreational

experiences (particularly hunting and fishing) are highly valued and many individuals have

both the time and money to take advantages of the opportunities Montana offers to participate

in outdoor recreation. The state lands are more or less a random cross-section of Montana

and, as such, offer a variety of valuable recreational opportunities. As we note below, the

quality of hunting on these lands (measured by hunter success) is similar to the average for

all hunting across the state.

Given that access to state lands for recreational use may be of value, there are at least four

possible ways that revenues could be collected for this use. One approach is to sell

recreational use licenses (for access to any and all accessible state school trust lands) to the

general public. Another approach is to lease recreational rights to a middleman - guides and

outfitters - who then charge their clients. The Montana Department of State Lands is

pursuing both of these policies. They are reconciled by requiring outfitter clients to hold the

public recreational use license and by making the outfitter leases nonexclusive (with regard to

the rest of the public). Outfitter licenses were discussed previously. The focus in this section

is on recreation use permits. However, there are several other approaches that the state could

consider to this potential revenue source. One is to sell the rights of recreational access in

conjunction with another existing surface use such as grazing or croplands. The agricultural

leaseholder could then be the middleman and charge outfitters or the public for access to the

section(s) they lease. The agricultural leaseholder could also simply hold the access right and

not sell it if the revenue from recreation on the lease did not justify the costs of management.

A rough estimate of the revenues from this approach was derived in our survey of ranchers

and farmers holding state grazing and cropland leases. These results are as follows.

The question of whether to combine recreational access and other surface use rights in a

single lease is in part an empirical issue. One would want to know if the school trust could

earn a greater return by this policy or the existing policy toward recreational use. Some
ranchers indicate they are willing to pay a higher AUM lease rate to have the right to control

access. Our analysis indicates that about 25% of ranchers would be willing to pay an extra

$2/AUM to control access; this is an average over the sample of about $0.50 per AUM or a

total of about $500, (XX) over all grazing lease contracts. This is considerably more than the

approximately $150, (XX) revenue from the DSL Recreation Use permit sales for 1992 (as of

October 31) plus the approximately $55,000 obtained with outfitter leases. However, these

programs are quite new, are probably not priced at fair market value and may show
increased sales in the future. Additionally, one would have to design a system for obtaining

extra payment from ranchers who wanted to control access. It would appear that combining

recreational access and other surface use rights in a single lease could be done most

effectively when leases are on a lump sum or dollar per acre basis and when there is good
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participation in competitive bidding. Neither of these conditions presently hold in Montana. It

is an open empirical question as to whether combining recreational access rights with surface

uses in Montana would generate a better return to the school trust than current policy.

Respondents holding state cropland leases were asked if they would be willing to pay an

additional amount (from $1.00 to $5.00/acre) for the right to control public access to the

lease. Leaseholders were generally unwilling to pay for the right to restrict access. Overall,

only 12% were willing to bid from $1.00 to $5.00/acre higher to control access.

Willingness to pay for the right to restrict access to these croplands seemed to be unrelated to

the bid amount.

A fourth way to derive revenues from recreational access is to have a public or private entity

representing recreationists lease the rights for all or a part of state school lands. In Colorado,

the state fish and game agency is planning to pay the state lands agency an annual fee for

recreationists to have access to some portion of state lands. The advantage of this approach is

that the costs associated with transacting with every recreationist (in the recreational access

permit approach) is avoided. Of the current $5 collected on Montana's state lands access

licenses, only $3 goes to the trust and the remainder covers the cost of license

administration.

Our general recommendation is that the license system needs to be given time to work and to

identify the extent of the revenues that can be captured from this approach. At some future

point, the state may want to compare revenues from the public license plus outfitter license

approach to the revenues that could be received by either: 1) selling access rights in

conjunction with agricultural surface uses to individual leaseholders, or 2) negotiating with a

public or private entity for all or part of the access rights. For example, perhaps the second

approach might be best for forest lands where there is no agricultural leaseholder. The

experience gained with the license system could be useful in providing a basis for

negotiations should this second approach prove of interest.

In the remainder of this summary, we focus entirely on the recreational access license

approach.

Effective March 1, 1992 accessible state school trust lands in Montana were open to residents

and nonresidents for licensed hunting and fishing. As of October 31, 1992, a total of 28,450

state lands recreational use licenses had been sold. These cost $5.

The Montana Enabling Act of 1889 and the Montana Constitution of 1972 require that the

state lands be administered so as to obtain full market value for their use. The purpose of

this study is to estimate the full market value for these recreational use licenses and to report

on the recreational activity undertaken on these permits.

The basic problem is identifying the economic demand relationship for the state lands

licenses. This relationship is between the price charged for a permit and the quantity sold. At
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present only one point on this relationship is known (at $5 28,450 have been sold). The

question is how the quantity sold will change as prices are increased or decreased (curve A
or curve B in Figure 9.1). The effect of a price increase on revenues depends on the shape of

the demand curve as illustrated in Figure 9.2. If the demand curve is relatively steep

(quantity sold is unresponsive or "inelastic" to price changes) then revenue increases with

price increases. If the demand curve is relatively flat ("elastic" or highly responsive to price)

then revenues decline with price increases.

Price of license

t 6

Number of Licenses Sold "*"

Figure 9.1. Alternative Demand Curves Consistent with Observed 1992 Sale Price of $5.

The state is essentially in a monopoly position in having control over state school trust access

for hunting and fishing purposes. The state's market power (ability to control revenues

through price) is moderated by the availability of free substitutes (such as national forest

lands and open access private lands). By identifying the economic demand for the state land

licenses, a revenue-maximizing pricing strategy can be determined. The analysis here is from

the narrow standpoint of the constitutional requirement to maximize the return to the school
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Price of licenae
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tB

Number of Licenses Sold

Figure 9.2a. Effect on Revenue of a Price Increase: Elastic Curve Case.

Price of licenae

• 10

Number of Licenses Sold

Figure 9.2b. Effects on Revenue of a Price Increase: Inelastic Curve Case.
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trust. Policy makers may be interested in other objectives as well - such as the number of

individuals that have access to school lands or the impacts on other surface leaseholders.

A number of methods were used to examine the economic demand for the state lands

recreation licenses. These included the two types of models commonly applied in recreation

analysis: contingent valuation models (CVM) and travel cost demand models (TCM). These

two types of models are recommended by the U.S. Water Resources Council for economic

studies of recreation demand and have been very widely applied.

Contingent valuation is also called the direct survey method; respondents in a phone or mail

survey are asked what they would be willing to pay for a given commodity or for the

opportunity to participate in a given activity. For the case at hand, respondents were asked:

"Considering the use you will usually make of your State Lands Recreational Use License,

would you choose to buy this license even if it cost (dollar amount) ? 1. YES 2. NO".

The dollar amount was systematically varied across respondents from $10 to $100 for

residents and to $200 for nonresidents. This method can be used to directly construct the

demand relationship for state lands permits and to estimate the average value of holding a

p)ermit.

The travel cost model is based on the observed relationship of the number of trips a given

recreationist takes to a given site as a function of the cost of travel to the site. On the

assumption that individuals would respond to site or permit fee in the same way they respond

to increased travel costs, the economic demand for the site and the value of site access can

be determined. For the case at hand, if individuals used their recreation license to visit only

one site, then the value of the license is approximated by the cumulative value of all trips

taken to the site over the recreation season. For the state lands license about 85% of license

holders visited no more than one site. This approach is conservative in that it does not

include the value of other sites that may have been visited.

The advantage of the travel cost model is that it is based on observed behavior. By

contrast, the CVM model is based on stated behavioral intent. The economics literature shows

that CVM responses provide a generally valid measure of the value of direct recreational use.

For the application at hand we expect that the CVM may be conservative for a number of

reasons as developed in the main report. One reason is that we choose to include so-called

"protest resp>onses" in our analysis. Follow-up questions sometimes indicate that the

respondent said "no" to the CVM question because they are "protesting" the idea of paying

for recreation or protesting potentially higher license fees when in fact they might actually be

willing to pay the higher amount. There may also be strategic behavior on the part of

respondents who would like their responses to favorably affect the price they will actually

pay in the future.

In addition to the formal economic models of recreation permit demand, we used four other

methods to provide further insight into either the average value of a permit or the shape of

the economic demand curve for these permits. These include: 1) examining the actual
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response of deer hunting license sales to license fee changes in the western United States

from 1970-1992, 2) examined the parallel market for fishing, bird hunting and general

recreation permits on the Flathead Indian Reservation in western Montana, 3) examined fee

fishing and fee hunting day use prices in Montana, 4) utilize a review of the economics

literature on the value per day of hunting and fishing based on 287 studies of the value of

outdoor recreation in the United States.

Data collection for this study included extensive telephone surveys of two populations: 1)

current holders of Department of State Lands recreation licenses and 2) holders of the

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (DFWP) conservation licenses.

Conservation licenses are prerequisites in Montana for purchasing most hunting and fishing

licenses. The population of conservation license holders is quite large: 271,924 resident

Montanans and 164,819 nonresidents. Of this total of 439,743 conservation license holders,

only 6.5% purchased the state lands licenses in 1992 (based on most current information).

Conservation license holders were surveyed to determine why individuals do or do not buy

these licenses. Recreation license holders were surveyed to obtain data on actual recreational

use and to obtain data for estimating the economic demand models.

Pilot surveys of several hundred individuals from both populations were conducted in July

1992. The major finding was that the primary recreational activity on state lands was likely

to be hunting. Given this, drawing the state lands recreation license sample was delayed until

December 10, 1992, at which point DFWP (which administers license sales for state lands)

had in hand the license receipts for sales as of October 31, 1992. Both surveys were

conducted in December-January 1992 in order to be after hunting season but soon enough to

avoid recall bias. The recreation license sample was 3,867 license holders. A response rate

of 76.4% was achieved with 2,384 completed surveys. A total of 1,067 conservation license

holders were surveyed with a total of 598 completed surveys (67% completion rate). These

are very respectable response rates for phone surveys.

The main finding from the conservation license sample was that almost half (45%) of the

general population of Montana resident and nonresident hunters and anglers did not know the

state lands license existed. Reasons given for not purchasing a license in 1992 included

"doesn't know about issue" (34%), "won't use state lands" (40%), "fee is a rip-off (7%),

and "does not hunt" (4%). Because of the lack of knowledge about the license, there is

considerable uncertainty involved in any attempt to forecast changes in future license sales.

The responses suggest that if the public was informed about the availability of licenses, sales

could increase from 60% to 160%. Respondents were also queried as to whether they would

be more likely to purchase the license if additional activities (hiking, wildlife observation,

etc.) were also permitted. Again a very broad and uncertain range of between a 10% and

60% increase is indicated. The basic finding is that license sales would likely benefit from a

marketing or public information effort on the part of state lands. Given the lack of

knowledge about the licenses (and about the locations, accessibility and qualities of the state

school sections), there appears to be substantial potential for increasing sales.
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Table 9.1. Economic Demand and Valuation of State Lands Recreational Use License.

Method



From both surveys, the main reason for purchasing the license was hunting (70%). Most

respondents were targeting deer and elk, but bird hunting and antelope hunting was also

important. The usual differences between resident and nonresident hunters and anglers were

reported. Residents took an average of 2.1 trips lasting 2.5 days. They traveled only 88

miles one way and spent an average of $88 and rarely (2%) used a guide. Nonresidents spent

$1445 on average, traveled 1232 miles one way, 32% used a guide, and they took one trip

(on average) lasting nine days. These estimates are similar to estimates for the average

Montana hunter obtained in previous surveys by Montana DFWP. Hunter success was on the

order of 50% for residents and 75% for nonresidents (these success rates include bagging

species such as game birds or antelope and so are quite high).

The basic findings of each of the six methods for examining the economic demand and value

associated with the state lands licenses are summarized in Table 9.1 and are described as

follows. The contingent valuation models were estimated and provided a good fit to the data

(Figure 9.3). Statistically significant relationships were identified that explain the probability

of purchasing a license as a function of the stated price, and respondents income, residence,

gender, availability of substitute recreational areas, and whether the respondent was a hunter.

The relationships had the theoretically expected sign. This indicates that the responses are not

random but reflect rational economic choices.

Table 9.2. Percentage of Respondents Answering "Yes" to Alternative Bid Levels, by

Residency.



Probability of "yes"

75 100 125

Bid Level

200

Reaident Actual

Nonrea. Actual

Reaident Predicted

Nonrea. Predicted

Figure 9.3. Comparison of Actual and Predicted proportion of "Yes" Responses, by

Residency.

At higher stated prices, resident license sales drop off rapidly to about 45% of current sales

at $10 and to 13% at $50 (Table 9.2). Resident license sales are not as responsive to price

with 45% still willing to purchase a license at $50 price and 27% at $100. Revenues increase

somewhat with increased price for residents up to $25 and then are fairly stable at prices

between $25 and $100. Revenues for nonresidents increase sharply and continuously up to a

price of $50; revenues at $50 and $100 are similar and then decline sharply at a price of

$200. The relationship of price to revenues depends on the shape of the demand curve. As

noted above (Figures 9.1 and 9.2) a flat or "elastic" curve results in a decrease in revenues

for a price increase and conversely for an "inelastic" curve. The shape or slope of the

demand curve is best described by a parameter called the "elasticity of demand". The latter is

simply the percentage change in quantity demanded for a one percent change in price. Curves

that are fairly flat or "elastic" will have an elasticity greater in absolute value than one and

"inelastic" curves have an elasticity less in absolute value than one. When demand is at

"unitary" elasticity (e.g. equals -1.0) price changes have no effect on revenue. As noted in

Table 9.1 and as one would suspect from the relationship of price and revenue for residents

(Table 9.2), the elasticity of demand for residents is a just a little less than one. By contrast,

it is significantly less than one for nonresidents through most of the range of the demand
relationship.

Based on the findings in Table 9.1, it appears that prices that would maximize return to the

state school trust are on the order of at least $25 for residents and $50 for nonresidents. As
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noted in the main report, there is less uncertainty (tighter statistical confidence intervals) for

predicted revenue at these relatively lower prices. Accordingly, we would suggest that prices

of $25 (residents) and $50 (nonresidents) are likely to result in significantly increased

revenue and are appropriate full market prices for the case at hand. We note that revenues

would be maximized in this case by charging nonresidents a higher rate than nonresidents.

This is consistent with the economic theory of price discrimination in cases where separable

markets have different elasticities of demand. There is precedent for this in the practice by

Montana DFWP of charging considerably higher prices to nonresidents compared to residents

for hunting ($462 versus $54 for the big game combination license) and fishing ($45 versus

$15 for season permit). The relatively large divergence for hunting permits is related in part

to a quota on nonresident permits.

We also report in Table 9. 1 an "average willingness to pay" for state licenses based on the

CVM models. Average willingness to pay is the average of the maximum amounts

respondents would be willing to pay rather than do without the resource. This is not the same

as price but is instead a measure of the net benefits to recreationists of using a given

resource. Maximum willingness to pay can vary considerably from individual to individual

and generally can not be extracted from each respondent in a typical (single equilibrium

price) market. It is instead an indicator of the net value associated with a given commodity.

The relationship of average willingness to pay and market price will depend on the shzpe of

the demand relationship and market structure. One can say that the two will move together:

generally higher average willingness to pay indicates the potential for generally higher

market prices. Average willingness to pay per license based on the CVM model is $20 for

residents and $69 for nonresidents.

None of the remaining models is as specific as the CVM model in terms of providing results

that are unique to the state lands license. The other models are also not as readily

comprehensive - in terms of providing easily computed measures of average willingness to

pay, elasticity of demand and plausible market prices. The limitation of CVM is that it is

based on behavioral intent, not observed behavior. For the case at hand we expect it is

conservative. Accordingly, we examine the problem using the remaining five methods.

The travel cost model was estimated for trips taken to the most recently visited site based on

our phone survey. The model provides a good fit to the data and results in an estimated

average willingness to pay of $55 for all trips to the given site. The model provides a good

fit to the travel cost data and includes a number of statistically significant parameters with the

theoretically expected sign. The average willingness to pay is more than double the estimate

from the CVM model; presuming the travel cost estimates are sound, this suggests the CVM
model is probably conservative.

Another approach to examining average willingness to pay is to look at other economic

studies of outdoor recreation. A recent review of 287 such studies found that the average

willingness to pay per day for fishing was about $30 (with a range of $10 - $118) and the

value per day for hunting was about $40 (with a range of $16 - $142)(Table 9.1). Studies
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specific to Montana have generally been in the upper end of the range. Suppose one assumes

that the quality of hunting and fishing on state school trust lands is at least as good as the

average quality for previously studied resources. Then the permit values implied by these

estimates (given an average for residents of two trips and two and one-half days per trip) is

$150 to $200. This suggests that both the CVM and TCM estimates provide conservative

measures of license value.

Another measure of elasticity of demand for licenses is provided by our sample of resident

deer hunting license sales from 1970-1992 in the western United States. We chose deer

hunting because this is the dominant activity undertaken on the state lands license in 1992.

We don't have a real price history for the new state lands license; however, some insight into

how hunters will respond to price increases can be obtained through this model. This sample

of resident deer hunting licenses shows considerable variation over time in prices and

quantity sold. The estimated model fits the data well and has a highly significant parameter

on price. The elasticity of demand for resident deer hunting licenses is about -1.0 - quite

similar to our estimate from the CVM model.

Another perspective on the problem is to examine the pricing policy of another entity with a

monopoly on recreational access to a significant land area. The Confederated Salish and

Kootenai Tribes have general recreation, fishing and bird hunting permits for access to 1.24

million acres in northwest Montana (Table 9.3). Compared to the DSL permit, the tribes

charge a total of $30 for all activities (but no big game hunting is allowed) on a smaller area

(compared to 5.2 million acres of state lands - not all of which is accessible). The tribe sells

a total of about 24,000 permits (all uses combined). The permits are not exactly comparable,

but the use omitted from the tribal permit (big game hunting) is generally the most valuable

use - yet the tribe charges substantially more than the state.

Another perspective on prices is provided by fee fishing and fee hunting prices in Montana.

Fee fishing rates per day vary from $20 to $45 on Nelson Spring Creek, Red Rocks and on

other streams in the Dillon area. Fee hunting based on a sample of nine observations

obtained from our outfitter survey averages $49 per trip (outfitter payments to landlords per

hunter) and ranges from $10 to $100. One $1000 transaction was also recorded but not

included in the average. Given multiple days and multiple trips on state lands, these prices

again suggest that the state license fee is low. Of course the existing fee hunting and fishing

sites may be of somewhat higher quality than the average state section.

The conclusion we reach from this analysis is that one can be perfectly confident that the

current price of $5 for the state lands recreation use license is below the "full market value".

There is inevitably some uncertainty as to the optimal price - particularly given that the

license has only been available for less than a year. However, the fact that license sales are

likely to increase as more people become aware of its existence does not modify the need to

price at market value. We would suggest that a conservative strategy would be to move
resident prices to $25 and nonresident to $50. If one were squeamish, this could be done
over several years. The results should be monitored and prices adjusted at modest intervals to
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obtain full market value - through an iterative process. This is a typical strategy in real

markets.

Table 9.3. Comparison of Prices, Activities, and Resources for DSL License and Flathead

Reservation Recreational Use License.

Attribute



permit should be renamed the "Montana school trust lands hunting and fishing access permit"
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10.0 POLICY IN WESTERN STATES

Introduction

This report describes the results of a survey of land managers in the state lands departments

of 22 western states. The purpose of this survey was to examine surface land management and

land use practices used by other western states as one approach to examining policy options

for state lands management in Montana. The focus here is on grazing, cropland, commercial,

recreational and cabin uses. Additionally, some generic issues are addressed, including

interpretation of the constitutional mandate that guides state lands management and choices

concerning sales, acquisition and exchanges of lands. This study is one element of a larger

project to examine values and procedures for obtaining fair market value for surface land uses

of school trust lands in Montana.

The survey was conducted during June-August 1992 by James Boyer.

In this report we suggest possible changes that may have the potential for increasing the

revenues achieved on state lands. Our focus is on highlighting policy options that may be

worthy of further consideration. A comparison of alternative approaches to management

across states is in some ways simplistic. Circumstances, institutional setting, market prices for

resources and resource qualities will vary considerably from state to state. One can not simply

assert that because a given policy works in one state, that it will work the same way in

Montana. Nonetheless, there is a great deal to be learned by looking at the experience in other

states. At a minimum, examining management approaches in other states greatly helps to

enrich and define the options that are at least plausible for Montana to consider. This study is

not a substitute for studies of fair market value and land management alternatives specific to

Montana, but rather is intended to put such studies in a larger perspective.

Policy Options Recommended for Legislative Consideration

In this section we briefly summarize policy options that appear promising for further

consideration by the State of Montana. Our criteria for including a given option is simply that

it has proved successful in other states and would be likely to increase revenues to Montana's

school trust fund. The latter would seem to be a compelling justification for any given change

and is consistent with the so-called doctrine of "undivided loyalty". This doctrine is simply

the view that state lands should be managed with only one constituency in mind, in this case

the beneficiaries of the trust (students in Montana's schools).

We explicitly note our criteria because it is fairly narrow, and (given many current policies)

perhaps politically unworkable. In fact, other considerations inevitably arise in setting policy

for managing state lands. An important issue tends to be the well-being of the lessor. Certain

policy changes may negatively impact, for example, long-time holders of state grazing leases

or families that have held cabin leases for many years. Every dollar raised for the trust is

inevitably a dollar extracted from some other constituency. Ultimately only the legislature can
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make choices that tradeoff the well-being of trust beneficiaries against other groups.

The following summary recommendations are based on trust land administrative policies of

other western states. Details on each of these ideas, including identification of the states

where the policy is practiced, is provided in the main body of the report.

Funding of State Land Administration

1 . State administration of trust lands should be funded from the income generated by the lands

(e.g. 1 percent of revenues from state lands), rather than by legislative appropriation. For

Montana to cultivate and administer more profitable uses of trust lands, it must increase the

breadth and sophistication of the land management services it provides. DSL will need to

strengthen internal staff capabilities and, in some instances, retain outside specialists to

establish and manage more intense and lucrative uses of trust lands.

The transition from an appropriated budget to a self-funding agency should be phased in over

a period of years (e.g. 4 years). Self-funding would allow the State Lands' agency budget

and staffing to grow commensurate with the additional income it generates for the trust fund,

creating incentive for aggressive-moneymaking land management practices by state personnel.

Self-funding of DSL land management activities would also free up general fund monies for

other uses.

Land Sales, Exchanges and Purchases

1

.

DSL should be authorized to use revenues from sales of state lands to purchase

replacement lands for the school trust. DSL should then sell off less profitable parcels and

use these revenues to purchase new lands which will generate significantly greater long-term

income for the trust.

2. The legislature should authorize DSL to establish a "Land Banking," system. Such a land

bank would allow income from sales of trust lands be placed in an escrow account. Escrow

account revenues could subsequently be used to purchase new higher value replacement lands

for the trust. If land sale revenues were not used to purchase replacement lands within a

specified time, for example 2 years, they would be transferred to the permanent trust fund.

3. The state should execute land purchases and exchanges which consolidate its land holdings.

The objective of the land acquisitions should be to create fewer, but significantly larger

parcels. In addition, the state should seek holdings which are accessible by public roads.

Road access will increase the likelihood of in competitive bidding for agricultural leases and

also insure access for recreational users (which should increase sales of state land recreational

permits).

4. When land sales are made, the state should receive at least "full market" value for the

land. Montana should not sell or exchange mineral rights as part of a sale or exchange of
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surface lands, except where it is confident that it will acquire mineral rights of equivalent or

greater value. The costs and time necessary to accurately evaluate subsurface mineral

development potential would greatly impair sales and exchanges of surface lands.

5. The state should not sell state trust lands at below market value to local governments or

schools. State lands within urbanizing areas are potentially the most profitable surface rights

belonging to the school trust. Selling this land could result in major long-term loss of income

for the trust. The only way the state should sell these properties if it is fully compensated for

the "full market value" of the land, based on its "highest and best use".

Agricultural Lands

1. In some states, minimum grazing and cropland lease fees are set at the rates for

comparable privately owned land. Minimum rates can be based on USDA surveys of land

rents within an agricultural region. Adjustment of fees could be considered for the absence of

fencing and other factors which cause operation costs to be higher on public lands. States

with much higher AUM rates than Montana continue to lease all of their state lands.

States which base grazing fees on actual studies of lease rates for comparable private lands

tend to have higher lease rates than states using formula systems. Where states use market

comparisons to set lease rates, they are able to vary minimum fees to account for regional and

local differences in costs of ranching and market conditions. Montana, and other states which

use formulas to set minimum grazing fees, set minimum fees to accommodate for worst case

statewide grazing conditions. This approach undervalues the state's productive grazing lands.

2. Where states have been able to encourage competitive bidding for grazing and cropland

leases, they tend to achieve considerably higher rents from their leases. State leases should be

awarded to the highest bid at public auction. Montana should diligently advertise when
leases are up for bid. States which have eliminated the preference right system (for lease

renewal) tend to have higher lease rates. Leaseholder preference rights have the effect of

discouraging competition for leases and have been found to be unconstitutional in some other

states.

3. Based on the experience in other states, cropland leases based on cash rents appear to yield

higher revenues than crop share systems. Cash rents could be a fixed payment, irrespective

of year-to-year use of land or land productivity. Montana and the few other states which are

still using crop shares are unable to effectively monitor production on state tracts. On the

other hand, it is possible that the "honor system" is working.

4. The state could sell or exchange it less profitable agricultural parcels. The focus should be

on selling or exchanging state lands where competitive bidding for grazing or cropland leases

is unlikely (these are often lands which are not accessible by public roads). Montana receives

only about $1.00 per acre per year for grazing leases (4.3 million acres). As a simplified

example, selling land at even $50 an acre and investing revenues at 6 percent would produce
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three times the states current annual return. (These are conservative estimates of sale prices

and investment returns.) This issue would, of course, require detailed study.

5. The state should use land exchanges and purchases to acquire large grazing and cropland

tracts that can be leased as single agricultural units. Larger land parcels are more likely to

attract competitive bidding. The state should strive to acquire agricultural lands which are

accessible by public roads, in order to increase the likelihood of competitive bidding for

leases.

6. The legislature should require that the state trust receive all or nearly all of the "sandwich"

profits resulting from the subleasing of trust lands. When leaseholders are able profit from

subleases, it is apparent that state agricultural land leases are being awarded at less than

market value.

Commercial Land Development

1

.

Some states aggressively pursue commercial development where this is the highest and best

use of a given tract of state land. DSL field offices could conduct assessments of all state

owned lands for the purpose of identifying parcels with significant potential for commercial,

residential, or other higher return uses. The DSL could develop and implement long-range

plans for encouraging commercial and other land uses which increase trust income.

2. The DSL could use revenues from less profitable state tracts to purchase replacement

parcels with commercial development potential. Where it is advantageous for the trust, the

state could also acquire ownership of commercial improvements located on state lands, such

as golf courses and even major buildings.

3. Experience is mixed in other states with regard to development of single family homes, due

to the high costs of administering such programs and the problems of homeowners obtaining

financing for construction on leased property. It appears that the state should sell properties

suitable for single family home development rather than attempt to develop and lease these

properties to individual home owners. Some states are successfully leasing property for

apartment-type development, and Montana could consider this option where appropriate.

4. The state should concentrate resources on development of a few large commercial projects

in lieu of numerous small projects. By implementing a few large projects a year, the state

will minimize its administrative cost and maximize trust fund profits.

5. Some states receive an annual rent of 8 to 10 percent of the market value its commercial

lands and as well as a small p>ercent of the gross sales (1-2 {percent) for large commercial

projects. This could be a target return for Montana.

6. The state should coordinate land use planning with local governments. Local government

planning and public works agencies should be involved in the analysis of land use alternatives,
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land use planning, and implementation of transitions to commercial and other high value uses

of state lands.

Recreational Uses

1

.

Where the state holds publicly accessible parcels containing potentially productive wildlife

and fish habitat, it should implement land management practices which enhance hunting and

fishing resources. This practice will likely increase sales of state land recreational permits

and also increase guiding permit sales to outfitters.

2. The state should consolidate trust land holdings to create larger, more publicly accessible

tracts. This is also likely to increase recreation permit sales and permit sales to outfitters.

Cabin Leases

1

.

Montana DSL should carefully plan for and implement development of additional lands

suitable for recreational home sites. The state should allow only developments which are

compatible with its overall plans for an area. The state should practice the clustering of new

leases in order to maximize revenues, minimize environmental effects, and provide for

administrative efficiency. Commercial leases should be allowed where they would generate

additional revenue for the trust, provided they are compatible with the state's overall

development plans for an area. The Department of State Lands should coordinate its cabin

lease plans with activities of other local, state, and federal government agencies.

2. Due to increasing market values for Western Montana recreational properties, the DSL,

Department of Revenue, and the legislature will likely experience pressures to reset appraisal

values and reduce the lease rate. Yearly rents for cabin site leases are currently set as 3 1/2

percent of appraised value, as determined by the Montana Department of Revenue. In

Minnesota, the rate is 5 percent, but in Idaho 2 1/2 percent. If upcoming DOR appraisals

accurately reflect selling prices for comparable privately owned recreation properties, many

existing lease holders will soon be experiencing major increases in their annual rents. Instead

of paying $250 a year, annual rents on some properties will be $1,000 to $3,000 a year. The

higher rents are likely to create financial burden for some lease holders. Nonetheless, the

higher lease rates will more accurately reflect the true value of the land being leased from the

state.

3. As with agricultural leases, the trust should receive profits resulting from the subleasing of

state owned cabin leases. As with agricultural lease, any subleasing of a cabin site could

receive formal approval from the state, to insure the trust is being properly compensated for

the value of its land.

Using State Lands for Environmental Mitigation

1 . Trust lands could be made available for purchase or lease by public and private entities
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seeking lands to mitigate environmental impacts. Construction of highways, transmission

lines, and other major public and private facilities often require public acquisition and

subsequent preservation of lands with particular environmental qualities. The trust has

considerable holdings which could be used for this purpose. The state should receive "full

market value," for lands used for environmental mitigation.
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS

The basic conclusion of this study is that many of the values currently used in setting lease

rates on Montana state land surface uses appear to be below "full market value". We
summarize in Table 11-1 the current policy and our findings with regard to full market

values.

Table 11.1. Full Market Prices for Uses of Montana Department of State Lands Resources

Resource
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